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Where are you on
Your DEI Journey? 
Just beginning Further alongSome experience

Use chat to provide your name, org/company,
and where you are on your journey



Basic Design Thinking (DT) principles while gleaning ideas to
create more equitable and inclusive workplaces and
organizations.

Strategies and techniques to solve big challenges related to DEI.

Value of DT as an effective tool to help individuals begin or
advance their DEI journey.

Participants of this session will learn the following:
  



group agreements
Be open
Be curious
Be humble
Be kind
Be respectful



Where did design thinking come from? 

It's been around for many decades in many forms & sectors



Build
empathy =

inspire 

Ideation requires
diverse 

 perspectives

Build WITH
not FOR!Seek to

understand
end-user

needs
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Be inspired by...

Goal: To better understand the end
user, their needs, frustrations,
fears, aspirations, and dreams so
whatever is designed truly meets
their need 

End-user: Community Members, IN
Particular those that are
historically Marginalized, and
most vulnerable. 

Gather the data on your end-user: 1:1 interviews, observations,
day in the life…, review policies, observe team/board meetings,
confidential surveys, EAP data, review pay scales/promotions,

listening circles, focus groups, etc.



Personas
Help you understand the

end-user experience 
 
 
 

Javier, married with three kids.
Works in construction 50-60

hours per week.  

Fatima, single mom with two
girls (2 & 6). Works at local

food production facility. 



Personas 

Game changing statements represent the end-user's Point of View that is
based on the data!

 

It would be game-changing to create a world for Javier/Fatima where
he/she _________________ and makes him/her feel

__________________________ so that ___________ .
 



breakout #1
Inspiration 

Open link to PDF shared in
the chat 

Review data on persona handout
for either Javier & Fatima  

Come up with an end-user
'game-changing' statement 

Variety of methods used to
collect data, analysis needed

Identify key needs based on
data

Discuss what would be
game-changing



ideation blast off! 

Piggy back off others
ideas!

Use Chat! 3 minutes to come up
with ideas for Fatima  

Pick 1 idea you believe is
highly desirable for Javier &

write it down 

Use Chat! 3 minutes to come
up with ideas for Javier

Pick 1 idea you believe is
highly desirable for Fatima &

write it down

Go for 'moonshots' - big
diverse ideas



breakout #2
Implementation 

Grab a clean piece of paper
& pen/pencil/markers

Decide on 1 idea to sketch into a
prototype (something to show

end-users)

  Turn the idea into a sketch! Use
stick figures, emojis, etc if needed

Take a picture of your sketch
& share it via email.

Select an idea based on whether your
team believes it would be highly
desirable & solve the challenge?

 

Complete the Idea
Dashboard questions! 



Use Idea Dashboard to explain your concept! 

Sketch the concept here

Describe the concept

Describe who the concept works 

Describe why it's important to Javier or Fatima

Give your concept a name



What typically happens next? 

Environmental
Scan: what exists?  Work through

whether
prototype is

Desirable - put it
out into the

world! 
Once you know it's

desirable check to see if
it's Feasible & Viable? 



How might you leverage this approach in your work? 

Use Chat to share ideas




